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Greenway Health Introduces Entrada to its Online Marketplace as 
Certified Partner for Mobile Dictation 

ENTRADA COMPLETES CERTIFICATION PROCESS FOR INTEGRATION BETWEEN ITS MOBILE DICTATION SOLUTION AND 
THE GREENWAY PRIMESUITE 2014 (17.0) EHR/PM SYSTEM 

NASHVILLE, Tenn., May 20th, 2014 – Entrada, a leading provider of integrated mobile solutions that improve 
healthcare efficiencies and outcomes, announced it has joined Greenway Health’s online marketplace of value-
added partners for users of the Greenway PrimeSUITE integrated electronic health record (EHR) and practice 
management (PM) solution. 

Being named a Marketplace approved partner signifies cooperative efforts between Entrada and Greenway to 
provide comprehensive, mission-critical health IT solutions that support the delivery of high-quality, cost-effective 
care. 

Entrada is dedicated to providing workflow solutions that positively impact physician and staff productivity during 
each clinic day. Its integrated mobile application, available on all Apple iOS and Android devices, first syncs in 
real-time with the PrimeSUITE PM system to build a daily worklist based on the provider’s schedule. A provider 
then simply dictates a note and Entrada automates the text conversion and editing, inserting the finished note 
back into individual text fields; the narrative note is co-mingled with structure data, within the PrimeSUITE EHR 
system. As a certified Greenway Marketplace partner, Entrada helps providers document more efficiently, enabling 
them to see more patients, create higher quality notes, and close encounters at a quicker pace. 

“Greenway has a laser focus on equipping its clients with new and innovative solutions to ensure they maximize 
their EHR investment,” noted Chase Pattison, Chief Marketing Officer for Entrada. “As a newly certified 
Marketplace partner, we’re excited that Greenway providers will be able to leverage Entrada’s mobile dictation 
solution to enhance provider workflow and accelerate their EHR and Meaningful Use adoption goals.” 

“Rapid innovation is essential to the development of a sustainable healthcare system, and the Greenway 
Marketplace gives customers the means to evaluate and select innovative solutions relative to Greenway’s 
PrimeSUITE,” said Matt Pierce, Greenway Senior Director of Business Development. “We’re pleased to partner with 
Entrada for mutual promotion of its suite of technology to customers seeking to better navigate the future of 
healthcare.” 

Click here to learn about Entrada on the Greenway Marketplace. 

About Entrada 
Entrada is a leading provider of integrated technology solutions that improve healthcare efficiencies and 
outcomes. Entrada’s commitment is to protect physician and staff productivity for the next generation of patient 
care. For more information, please visit www.EntradaHealth.com. 


